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NOAA Weather Radio is succeeding far beyond its
founders' fondest expectations.
This system of continuous broadcasts of storm
warnings and weather observations and Corecasts
was begun back in the 1960's to serve recreational
boaters.
Since then, it has been expanded to
cover just about everyone.
Already there are more than 225 stations, operated by the National Weather Service, and the pace
of installations is accelerating, because people
like it so much. When c01npleted next ye!U', there
will be about 340 stations, coverinR' 90 percent oC
the U.S. population.
This letter from Neal J. Whyte, a businessman in
Pinconning, Michigan, illustrates the type of response that has been f1owin~ into National Weather
So;!rvice offices allover the country.
'VIr. Whyte wrote to the Natir.mal Weather Service
OCfice in Flint, 1\1ichigan:
"You people are doing 11 fantastic job, (pl"ovidi~)
an invaluable service to such industries as farmin~, commerciR.1 fishin~, and construction. The list
is almost endless. It should save them fortunes.
"I use it Cor pure enjoyment and fQr planning my
days three days in advance. (t have) nothi~ but
admiration for the professional status of vou
peonIe. I, for one, will Itladly accept any adflitional increase in taxes to insure it<; conti"luR.tkm.
"Congratulatif)ns. You are just great."
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]\1r. Whyte added as an arterthought that ,he has
three sets with which to tune in the broadcasts one at home, one at the office, and a small pocket
portable that he carries with him.
A Nebraska weekly newspaper editorialized:
NOAA Weather Radio "is probably one of the
most beneficial systems that the Government has
devised for the taxpayer. Yet too many of us
don't take advantage of the protection the system
provides."
Further proof of NOAA Weather Radio's popularity is that, as word has spread, a great many
States have volunteered to provide facilities, and
in some cases staff to augment and speed its
availability.
Earl F..stelle, program leader for NOAA Weather
Radio, wrote recently: "This is one of the hottest
things we've ever had going for us. We currently
have about 35 States and Puerto Rico cooperating
in completing- the system. Clearly, they think the
system is worthwhile, or they wouldn't be helping
us.
User surveys by individual Wekther Radio
st8.tions produce hundreds of letters, almost all
'1ighly favorable. A voluntary response of this
magnitude is extraordinary. Some of our stations
~et Christmas cards fro:n listeners.
"·~lanufacturers arc equally enthusiastic.
One
firm hAS sold more than 1.4 million receivers
capable of r>ickin~ UP the broadcast. A randomly
<;elected retailer in Little Rock told me that
Weather RAdio receivers were the hottest item in
his ~tf)re, now that the CB rage has passed.
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Charna Lester monitors operations of the NOAA Weather Radio at the
Washington, D.C., Weather Service Forecast Office. The station is
one of more than 225 in the fast"i':rowing network.

Another manufacturer is unable to keep up with
customer demand. His last production run increased sixfold over the previous one.
"The Kentucky network, the first one to go in
under a cooperative Federal/State a~reement two
years ago, is getting remarkable results. Tlle
meteorologist in charge at Louisville estimates
there is at least one Weather Radio for every
eight Kentucky families.
"Mansfield, Ohio, wants to donate a total system
for us to operate. Several other cities have
already done so. South Carolina is working on a
bill to provide receivers for every school in the
State. Many school districts in other States have
already done so.
"Arkansas, Tennessee and Vlississippi have passed
legislation providinl{ for expanded networks beyond the Federal plan. Other States, for example,
Minnesota and Wisconsin, are considering similar
action."
In Estelle's view, testimonials, such as these, bear
the same authority as a popul8r referendum
people voting for a pr~am wittl their dollars and the response is snowballing.

For members of the NOAA family unfamiliar
with NOAA Wf!Ather Radio, here's how it works;
The latest observations and forecasts are taperecorded by local Weather Service offices in messages that last from three to five minutes. These
messages are replayed continually, guaranteeing
reception any time of the day or night at the push
of a button or the twist of a dial.
The tape-recorded messages are revised very
three to four hours, more frequently when appropriate.
When severe weather threatens, forecasters at the local Weather Service office interrupt the broadcasts with storm warnings, either
tape-recorded or "live" as the situation demands.
Furthermore, the system has a feature which
allows you to bc alcrted automatically, if you
choose, when dangerous weather, such as a tornado or flash flood, is on the way. Radio receivers available for as little as $35 will silently
monitor the NOAA weather broadcasts and automaticallv either sound a siren or come up to
audible ·volume when the forecaster presses a
hutton in his office signifying that a storm bulletin is forthcoming. These "warning-alarm receivers" are especially valuable for schools, hospitRIs, nursing homes, factories, mobile-home com3
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munities and other places where large numbers of
people are congregated. They are also of vital
importance to radio and TV stations and publicsafety officials.
Because of its unique warning capability, the
NOAA Weather Radio system was designated in
January 1975 by the White House Office of Telecom munications Policy as the sole federally operated radio system to provide warnings directly
into people's homes - not only for natural disasters, but also in the event of nuclear attack.

,

What kind of receiver is needed? One that will
receive very high frequency PM broadcasts considerably above commercial PM broadcasts,
which end at 108 megahertz. The frequencies
used for NOAA Weather Radio, nationwide, are,
162.40, 162.475, or 162.55 megahertz.
Most
radio-specialty shops and many other retail outlets have such "high band" receivers, some for as
little as $10 or $15 - if you don't care to have the
automatic storm-warning feature.
Effective range of the broadcasts is about 40
miles, depending upon the terrain and the quality
of the receiver. Because of the high frequency,
transmission is by line of sight, like television, and
may be blocked or interfered with by hills, nearby
buildings, or commercial radio transmitters. Such
problems may sometimes be overcome, or listening range extended, by use of high-quality receivers and high, outside antennas.
Because of these uncertainties, the Weather
Service advises people to make final acceptance
of a receiver conditional upon a test in the setting
in whieh it is to be used. It urges institutional
buyers to select a high-quality receiver with great
sensitivity and selectivity.
It's also worth noting that you can purchase
receivers that will pick up NOAA Weather Radio
broadcasts. when you're traveling, as you move
from the range of one station to another, so that
you will have a continuous souree of local weather
reports. As the system grows, you will seldom be
out of range of a local NOAA Weather Radio
broadcast for very long when traveling on interstate highways.
Another boost to NOAA Weather Radio - especially in areas where tornadoes, nash floods and
hurricanes are a chronic threat - has been extension of the broadcasts by retransmission over
There are now hundreds of
cable television.
cable-TV companies, serving one out of every
eight homes. Many are relaying NOAA Weather
Radio broadcasts over designated but otherwise
unused channels.
Support to NOAA Weather
Radio by the broadcast industry doesn't stop with
cable TV. An increasing number of radio stations
4

are taping NOAA Weather Radio as a convenient
means of staying up on weather conditions. Some
of them are using the recordings as an information source for rebroadcast by their own announcers. Others are retransmitting the broadcasts
directly. Many stations have bought warningalarm reeeivers to be sure of getting severe
weather watches and warnings for immediate
relay to their listeners. Still other radio stations
are tapping into broadcast consoles at Weather
Service offices directly by means of land lines,
rather than receiving the messages over the airwaves. This assures them of the highest quality
signal, and, perhaps more importantly, provides
NOAA with an alternate transmitting source in
weather emergencies where the NOAA transmitter has been rendered inoperative for any reason.
In Earl Estelle's words: "We are delighted by the
various ways the electronic media are cooperating
in this program. They are undoubtedly helping us
to do a more effective job, especially in stormwarning situations. While we are sure the number
of NOAA Weather Radio receivers in the hands of
the public will continue to grow, we also know
that commercial radio and television will continue
to be the primary means by which most people get
their weather information." Of continuing interest to Weather Service officials is the variety of
ways NOAA Weather Radio is being put to use by
the public, and the enthusiasm with which it is
received.

Examples:
A spokesman for a Methodist church. group in
Indiana reported: "We listen at least tWice a day.
Persons travel to and from our church camps from
a radius of 150 miles almost every day of the
year. We use it as a check for scheduling plane
rides two to four days in advance. Keep up the
good work."
The general manager of an electric cooperative in
Carrollon, Ohio, commented: "We try, during the
winter and summer storm seasons to listen to our
Weather Radio at least once each hour, right
after the update, to see what is developing. When
it appears we are due for snow, wind or other
weather extremes that could create power outages, we alert additional standby personnel before
they go home for the day. This has been convenient for them and insures us of the personnel we
will need.
During last January's blizzard, we
assumed at first the storm was over the first day
when the winds began to subside. We were going
to work our men straight through the day until the
lines were back up. However, I checked the
Weather Radio and found that lots more stormy
weather was on the way. So our plan changed
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dramatically. We sent some men horne for rest
breaks so we would have fresh personnel for the
night hours. Without this infor!Tlation we would
have been in much worse shape on the daYS that
followed."
A school superintendent in 'VIassiIJon, Ohio, said:
"With the radio broadcast Rnd the instant stor'll
warnings, we are able to make better, faster
decisions about closing school early, or canceJlin~
school due to weather conditions." He said he
found it especially useful during last winter's
blizzards.
A radio station in Peoria, Illinois, editorialized:
"For those of you who may have missed or overlooked it in the news ... the National Weather
Service in Peoria is now on the air with 24-hour
weather news. You can now have instant weather
at your fingertips in your home•.... Needless to
say this service is a must during tornado season in
our area...• In central Illinois this receiver is not
You should think
a luxury; it's a necessity.
seriously about getting one for your home or
office."
A businessman in Shawneetown, Illinois, wrote: "I
listen to your broadcast every day and I thank you
for you~ instant weather and river reports. I have
a fish market and have been in business for about
33 years. (The Weather Radio) is the finest thing
that could have happened to my business. All the
farmers depend on my giving the river report
when we have a quick rise. Keep up your good
work."
A nursery operator in Huntingbu~, Indiana,
wrote: "Just a note to tell you how much we neerl
and appreciate your Weather Radio broadcasts. We
must harvest plants throughout the winter and use
your broadcasts every morning. We especially
appreciate the long-range forecasts, as we can do
some planning of work and l.<t.bor needs."
A Nebraska newspaper, commenting on a tornado
episode, editorialized: ''Tuesday morning those
with Weather Alert radios heard their first alert
signal almost an hour before the storm hit."
Bill \1cKee, Executive Officer for the Weather
Service's Eastern Region, repOrted that during the
Tall Ships parade in New York Harbor honoring
the Nation's Bicentennial, there was so much
random com munication on Coast Guard channel
16 by recreational hoaters and other vessels that
the Coast Guard found it difficult to get through
with urgent communications. So A message was
broadcast over the NOAA Weather Radio Station in
New York City to leave channel 16 free for vital
messages. So effective was this request that the
Commander of the Third Coast Guard District
later wrote Eastern Region Weather Service t'1eadquarters thanking them for this Assistance. He

said Channel 16 was cleared within a half hour
after the Weather Radio broadcast - a welcome
testimoni~l to the size and responsiveness of the
NOAA Weather Radio listening audience afloat.
Robert K. Goodwin of Des V1oines, Iowa, wrote:
"Thank you for the wonderful service - continuous
weather information-that you provide over KEC-75
from our airport. I am no longer very active in
business, but I do find it most valuable in keeping
me off the roads during bad weather ... I am sure
that it is of great value to those who are active,
especially our farmers. You dispense the weather
information in a direct, succinct manner that is
right to the point. I hope that it will continue
and be expanded so that others may benefit."
Clyde W. Crawford of Birmingham, Alabama,
wrote: "I think these broadcasts are the greatest
thing to come to Birmingham in this century.
Your broadcasts are the first thing I listen to
before I ,!,et up and the last thing I listen to before
I go to sleep."

Louis C. Scharfenstein of Jefferson, Lousiana,
writing to Secretary of Commerce Juanita Kreps,
said: "Please accept my thanks for the outstanding job of the National Weather Service in reporting the weather conditions in the Gulf Coast
area and especially New Orleans. I am grateful
for the immediate availability of a complete
weather forecast at the touch of a fingertip on
my Weather Radio."
The administrator of South Highlands Hospital in
Birmingham, Alabama, called NOAA Weather
Radio "an excellent community service," adding:
"We have purchased a Weather Radio which keeps
our maintenance department up to date on anticipated severe weather that could or could not
create heating and mechanical problems for us.
The guesswork is taken out of weather problems
that might make it more difficult for us to operate
the hospital."
The president of Coosa Cable Company in Pell
City, Alabama, wrote: "I must tell you how much
I like NOAA Weather Radio station KIH-54. I am
carrying this on channel 12 as the sound portion,
and of course the weather wire with character
~enerator for the video printout. These two in
combination are providing 875 customers with the
best weather information they can get, and they
really like it."
'" representative of American Roofing and Heating, Inc., in Lansing, Kansas, commented that the
Weather Service hroad<,ssts provide information
"that helps US greatly in our roofing operations
and all outside work."
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One of the more exhaustive surveys of listener
reactions was made by the Columbia, South Carolina, Weather Service Forecast Office, under the
direction of 'VIeteorologist in Char~e John C.
Purvis.
His official (sic) controls station WXJ-20 at
Columbia and WXJ-22 at Florence, South Carolina. Last spring, a message soliciting listeners to
comment by mail was broadcast over the air. The
result was about 100 replies, almost all hil{hly
favorable.
The range of occupational and recreational uses
was particularly impressive, along with the responses from people who simply wanted to know
what the weather would be so they could plan
what to wear, how to dress the children for
school, whether to hang clothes out to dry,
whether to plan a shopping trip, or stay home and
read a good book.

,
The spectrum ranged from thE' obvious, such as
farmers, commercial fishermen, aviators, outdoor
co~tructlon workers, sehool and hospital adminis-

trators, and outdoor recreationists, to the manager of an FM station at Columbia Bible College
who repeated the information over the air, a
realtor planning his work schedule, a representative of a textile supply company, a furniture
company owner, the manager of a hardwood sawmill scheduling work for loggers, truck drivers,
mill and yard supervisors, the manager of a trailer
park planning the best time to put in grass- seed,
the owner of a TV store who kept the Weather
Radio on constantly as an attraction for customers, conservation workers, an outdoor worker
in a railroad yard, the plant engineer of Columbia
College, and the owner of a retail store catering
to bass fishermen.
Many of the writers were especially gratefUl for
the timely and informative warnings of thunderstorms and tornadoes. Letters from two women
summed up the sentiment neatly. Mrs. Chanie
Beard of West Columbia wrote: "You have come
to be a dependable necessity and we thank you."
Mrs. Harry Ivey of the same locality said: "Just
keep up this most helpfulservice! I would hate to
do without it."
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WARNINGS BY UVE, SIMULTANEOUS BROADCAST PROM
NOAA WEATHER RADIO AND COMMERCIAL RADIO/TV
Dennis McCarthy
National Weather Service
Indianapolis International Airport

Indianapolis, Indiana 46241
Ry the end of 1978, two-thirds of the 340 NOAA
Weather Radio (NWRl stations planned for installation around the United States were in
operation.
Weather Radio has progressed from a relatively
obscure service aimed mainl,v at boaters alo~ the
coasts, to a popular and efficient means of relaving up-la-date weather information and warnin~
to the general public as well as to sDecial users.
The Weather Radio has become one of the National Weather Service's most important contributions
to an effective warninlZ sYStem. Whereas many
imorovements have taken Dlac:e in the prediction
and detection of haZllrdous weather, NWR has
made a siEtnificant impact on the dissemination
Dortion of the warni~ ~ystem bv saving the
precious seconds, or oftE'r) minute-", required to
type, transmit via teletype, and broadcast warnings from commercill.l radio and TV stll.tions. I.ive
8

broadcasts of warnings from NWR can save even
more time by avoiding delays necessary for tape
recording.
Further enhancement of the speed and efficiency
alreadv inherent in live broadcasts from NWR is
possibie through a system of simultaneous broadcast (simulcast) with cooperating radio and television stations. This system was devised by the
news director of a radio station in Belleville,
Illinois, just across the Mississippi River from St.
Louis, AS a means of reducing delays of ten
minutes or more in relaying warnings from the
i\1is."ouri Weather Wire to the lliinois Weather
Wire.
The technique is extremely simple and very inexpensive. Iolo additional equipment is required at
the National Weather Service Office and the
commercial broadcaster makes only a one-time
low-cost expenditure for an alert receiver and the
wiri~ necess'l:ry to place the receiver in the

